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About Encyclopedia
Encyclopedia was created by MDPI in April 2018 as a user-generated content
hub aiming to provide a comprehensive record for scientific developments and
publish the latest research results for researchers and the general public who are
interested in accurate and advanced knowledge on specific topics. It is fully subsidized by MDPI. All content published in Encyclopedia is labeled as Open-Access
and licensed using a Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY 4.0) license.

Our Products
Encyclopedia comprises the Encyclopedia platform, Encyclopedia journal (ISSN
2673-8392), and Encyclopedia books.

•

Both short videos and entries (topic reviews and biographies) are welcome on
the Encyclopedia platform; short videos will be deposited on Sciplayer, which
can take viewers through various demonstrations, case studies, and lectures
that spark discourse and provide a unique chance to see experts at work;

•

The authors of well-prepared entries on the platform will be encouraged to
elaborate and submit them to the Encyclopedia journal for peer review and
publication;

•

Encyclopedia books collect entries containing comprehensive overviews of
professional terminologies from all scientific fields with mature knowledge.

Why Post on Encyclopedia?
Publicity for Your Ideas
By posting on Encyclopedia, it is possible that your ideas will be
exposed to a greater number of readers from different sectors for
potential synergistic collaborations.
Free for Everyone
Encyclopedia is an open-access knowledge-sharing project, updated
regularly and open for comments and discussions. All content is free
to post, read, share, and reuse.
A Base of Knowledge
Entries are specific to a certain topic, including but not limited to a
research topic, a definition or introduction to a scientific concept, a
hypothesis, a protocol, a biography of scholars or history of research
institutes or universities, or interesting videos/images.
Trustworthy Sources to Cite
The journal Encyclopedia (ISSN 2673-8392), a multidisciplinary, openaccess journal, was launched to record high-quality expert entries
in all research fields, which can provide benchmark information for
researchers, as well as the general public interested in accurate and
trusted information on specific topics.
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Encyclopedia Partner Projects
Encyclopedia aims to work with external parties, such as authoritative institutions, academic organizations, and industry vertical websites, to carry out content cooperation for professional fields so as to better meet the needs of scholars.
Furthermore, this can enhance partners’ brand authority and trustworthiness, as
well as expand the influence and reputation of Encyclopedia itself.
Collaboration
As an open and common shared platform, Encyclopedia aims to achieve diverse
forms of cooperation with open and innovative partners. We invite further cooperation with various organizations.

Contact Us
For questions related to the Encyclopedia project,
please contact office@encyclopedia.pub

Follow Us
twitter.com/EncyclopediaMD1
facebook.com/Encyclopedia-MDPI-102056985743398
linkedin.com/company/encyclopedia/
youtube.com/channel/UCnvLFYQq1NTG7ulY3h8lBYA
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